Capability Statement

Overview
Dynamic Management Associates’ value proposition is to provide exceptionally rated services that prove to be indispensable to our customers. We employ a Systems Thinking approach which is a holistic, multi-disciplined understanding of how organizations, systems and/or processes operate within complex environments. In addition, we use collaborative tools, ISO 9001 certified quality procedures, and industry best practices to optimize cost, schedule and technical performance. The confluence of these factors and our close relationship with our customers enables us to effectively react to change, implement solutions, and ultimately provide best value.

Core Competencies
- Acquisition Management
- Business Planning
- Business Process Improvement
- Change Management
- Contract Administration
- Cost Analysis/Estimating
- Communication/Outreach
- Data Analysis
- Earned Value Management
- Economic Analysis
- Financial Management
- Knowledge Management
- Integrated Logistics Management
- Office Administration
- Operations Research
- Portfolio Management
- Program Management
- Quality Management
- Risk Management
- Integrated Master Scheduling
- Strategic Planning
- Systems Engineering
- Technical Advisory

Differentiators
- Our systems thinking approach helps us to quickly identify root causes to problems and design effective, comprehensive solutions
- Our corporate reach back capability provides our project teams with timely access to resources and staff
- Our virtual structure and use of collaborative tools lower our indirect rates while improving responsiveness and productivity
- According to our CPARS, our employees generate a higher value per employee for our clients than our competitors
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- We participate in a Professional Services Network (PSNet) agreement with qualified firms that enable us to immediately scale to emerging requirements

Corporate Data
- Small Business Status: Certified Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business
- Accounting System: DCAA/DCMA approved our accounting and time card system
- Facility Clearance: Top-Secret clearance
- ISO 9001-2016 Certified
- Point of Contact: Joseph Bond
- Email Address: joseph.bond@dynmgt.com
- Telephone Number: (703) 635-7459

Contract Information
- GSA Schedule
  - Contract Number: GS-10F-088AA
  - Schedule: MOBIS
  - SINs: 874-1, 874-6 and 874-7
- OASIS Small Business Pool 1 Awardee (Potential)
- Seaport-e Small Business Prime Contractor
- SeaPort NxG – Prime Contractor
- SDVOSB set aside or sole source

Past Performance
- Awarded a five-year, $3.7M follow-on contract to provide training and assessment support to the Navy Expeditionary Intelligence Command.
- Awarded a five-year, $520K contract to provide System Support Analysis to the National Park Service Charge Card Program.
- Awarded five-year, $3.7M contract provide acquisition, business/financial, engineering, strategic planning, communication outreach, and operations research support to the Navy’s Ready Relevant Learning program.
- Since 2011, awarded three prime contracts to provide acquisition, business/financial, engineering, portfolio management, and program management support to the Navy’s Sea Warrior Information Technology portfolio. Our current contract with the Sea Warrior program is a five year $27.5M and was awarded September 2016.
- Awarded five-year, $4.75M subcontract to provide systems engineering support to the Navy’s Sea Warrior program.
- Awarded a four-year contract to provide training and assessment support to the Navy Expeditionary Intelligence Command.

Dynamic Management Associates’s value proposition is to provide exceptionally rated services that prove to be indispensable to our customers.
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